Are you “in the know” with MyUni? Use this checklist to find out.

I know how to access MyUni
Bookmark the MyUni homepage `myuni.adelaide.edu.au`.

I have downloaded the apps for courses and lectures

**Canvas by Instructure**
- iOS & Android

**Echo360**
- iOS & Android

See a login error in the Echo360 app? Before using the Echo360 app, you will need to open Echo360 within MyUni Canvas for each course so your profile maps to the app correctly.

I know where to get help

Phone: MyUni Support, 8313 3000, Option 3
In person: Ask Adelaide in Hub Central
Online: [Frequently Asked Questions](https://example.com)
- [Canvas Community](https://example.com)
- [Mobile Guides](https://example.com)

I know how to access lecture recordings
You’ll find your lecture recordings and lecture note-taking tools under **Echo360** in the course menu.